We experimentally investigated thermal nonlinear effects in a hybrid Au=SiO 2 =SU-8 plasmonic microring resonator for nonlinear switching. Large ohmic loss in the metal layer gave rise to a high rate of light-to-heat conversion in the plasmonic waveguide, causing an intensity-dependent thermo-optic shift in the microring resonance. We obtained 30 times larger resonance shift in the plasmonic microring than in a similar SU-8 dielectric microring. Using an inplane pump-and-probe configuration, we also demonstrated all-plasmonic nonlinear switching in the plasmonic microring with an on-off switching contrast of 4 dB over 50 mW input power. © 2011 Optical Society of America OCIS codes: 130.2790, 190.4360, 240.6680, 250.5403. The field of plasmonics is attracting much attention due to its potential for realizing subwavelength photonic integrated circuits. In order to fully realize its promise as a new platform for information processing, all-plasmonic signal processing whereby a plasmonic signal is used to control another must be demonstrated. Recent attempts at achieving optical control of surface plasmon polaritons based on material nonlinearities typically rely on out-of-plane optical pumping schemes [1,2], which limits their usefulness for integrated plasmonics applications. Achieving all-plasmonic control would typically require both the control and signal to propagate and interact with each other as surface plasmon waves in the device; however, due to the large attenuation associated with plasmonic waveguides, the available interaction length is drastically reduced, so that either very strong pump signal or material with very large nonlinearity is required. On the other hand, the large ohmic loss allows these devices to act as very efficient light-to-heat converters, which can be exploited for efficient nonlinear thermal switching.
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In this Letter we demonstrate all-plasmonic switching in an integrated SU-8 plasmonic microring resonator using thermal nonlinearity. Switching is achieved using an in-plane pump-and-probe scheme in which the pump and probe plasmonic signals copropagate through the resonator, thus enabling truly integrated nonlinear plasmonic device operation to be demonstrated. The plasmonic microring resonator was fabricated using a Au=SiO 2 = SU-8 hybrid plasmonic waveguide structure [3] , which was designed to have a long propagation length. The large ohmic loss in the metal, combined with the large thermo-optic coefficient of the SU-8 polymer, gives rise to large thermal nonlinearity.
The hybrid plasmonic waveguide structure used consisted of a 1:8 μm × 2 μm SU-8 core deposited on top of a 100 nm gap of SiO 2 and a 50 nm Au layer, as shown in Fig. 1(a) . The SiO 2 gap layer serves to extend the propagation length of the waveguide as well as to enhance the electric field in the gap [3] . The material indexes were 1:57-4:93 × 10 −6 ifor SU-8 [4], 1.47 for the SiO 2 gap, and 0:55-11:5i for the gold layer [5] at a wavelength of 1550 nm. We used a COMSOL finite element mode solver to obtain the electric field distribution of the quasi-TM mode, shown in Fig. 1(b) , which corresponds to the fundamental plasmonic mode. It is seen to be strongly confined in the thin SiO 2 gap, with the maximum field strength occurring at the gap-metal interface. The theoretical propagation length for this mode is 83 μm. The waveguide also supports a quasi-TE mode shown in Fig. 1(c) , which has a photoniclike modal distribution in the SU-8 core and a much smaller electric field at the metal surface compared to the TM mode. The TE mode also has a much longer theoretical propagation length of 2:88 mm, indicating that the absorption in the metal layer is much less than for the TM mode.
We fabricated hybrid plasmonic waveguides and microring resonators on a silicon substrate using conventional UV lithography. Details about the fabrication and measurement of the devices are described in [3] . To provide efficient light coupling into the plasmonic waveguides, input/output (I/O) dielectric SU-8 waveguides with no underlying metal layer were also integrated on the same chip. The I/O waveguides were directly connected to the plasmonic waveguides by butt-coupling, with a measured coupling efficiency of 75% per junction [3] . The chip was cleaved and butt-coupled to tapered fibers for input and output light coupling. The total fiber-to-fiber loss through the device was around 30 dB. Measurements of the plasmonic waveguides yielded a propagation length of 62 μm. For the switching experiments, we used a 25 μm radius plasmonic microring resonator coupled to a plasmonic bus waveguide via a multimode interference (MMI) coupler, as shown in the optical micrograph in Fig. 2(a) . The resonance spectrum of the plasmonic mode in the microring is shown in Fig. 2(b) , from which we obtained an average free spectral range (FSR) of 9:8 nm, a 3 dB bandwidth of 4:8 nm, and an extinction ratio of 5:4 dB near the 1550 nm wavelength. The intrinsic quality factor of the resonator was computed to be 270 [3] . For the TE mode, the resonance response had an average bandwidth of 3:7 nm and an FSR of 9:9 nm. The extinction ratio of the TE resonances near the 1550 nm wavelength was about 10 dB.
We first measured the nonlinear resonance wavelength shift in the plasmonic microring resonator by applying a TM-polarized CW pump beam with varying intensity. The experimental setup is shown in Fig. 2(a) with the probe beam disabled. For each pump power level, a wavelength scan was recorded around the microring resonance at 1545 nm. The resonance spectra for different pump powers are plotted in Fig. 3(a) , where it is observed that there is a blueshift in the resonance wavelength with increasing input power P in , defined as the power in the plasmonic bus waveguide just before the MMI coupling junction. We repeated the same experiment with TE polarized light and obtained a similar blueshift behavior, as seen in Fig. 3(b) . In Fig. 3(c) , we plotted the resonance wavelength with respect to the input power for both TM and TE polarizations, which shows a linear dependence of the resonance wavelength on the power. The TM polarization exhibits a slope (Δλ=ΔP in ¼ −29:1 pm=mW) about 2.5 times larger than the TE case (Δλ=ΔP in ¼ −12:0 pm=mW). We also performed a comparative experiment over the same wavelength range for the TM polarization in a similar SU-8 dielectric microring resonator with no underlying metal layer. A smaller shift of Δλ=ΔP in ∼ −1 pm=mW was obtained, which is in close agreement with the result reported in [6] and is about 30 times smaller than that obtained in the plasmonic microring.
In order to explain the large resonance shift observed for the plasmonic mode, we performed thermal analysis of the plasmonic waveguide to determine the temperature rise in the waveguide for a given input optical power. The temperature distribution T in the waveguide is obtained by solving
where K is the thermal conductivity and q is the heat source arising from light absorption in the dielectric materials and ohmic loss in the metal layer. The heat source is obtained from the modal electric field distribution in the waveguide as
whereJ ¼ σẼ is the electric current density and σ is the effective conductivity that is related to the material field absorption coefficient α and the real part of the refractive index n as σ ¼ αn ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
. The material parameters used in our simulations were K ¼ 0:3 , 0.9, and 90 W=m⋅K for SU-8 polymer, thin film SiO 2 , and gold, respectively [6] [7] [8] , and α ¼ 93:34 μm −1 for gold [5] and 0:179 cm −1 [6] for SU-8. The absorption in SiO 2 is assumed to be negligible, since it is much smaller than that of SU-8. Using the electric field distributions for the plasmonic and photonic mode at an input power of 1 mW, we numerically solved Eq. (1) using the finite difference method to obtain the temperature distribution in the waveguide for each polarization. The results are shown in Figs. 4(a) and 4(b) for the TM and TE polarizations, respectively. In both cases, the dominant source of heat generation comes from ohmic loss in the metal, although there is also some contribution due to light absorption in the SU-8 core. Since the electric field of the TM mode is mostly concentrated at the gap-metal interface, with a large field penetration into the metal layer, the ohmic loss experienced by the TM mode is higher, leading to a higher temperature compared to the TE mode. Also, the maximum temperature rise tends to occur in the waveguide core, because SU-8 has the lowest thermal conductivity and is in contact with mostly insulating air. Thus, although the SiO 2 gap layer has a positive thermo-optic coefficient (dn=dT ¼ 1:28 × 10 −5 =K) [9] , the large negative thermooptic coefficient of SU-8 (dn=dT ¼ −1:87 × 10 −4 =K) [4] causes a net negative resonance shift in the microring. Note that the nonlinear resonance shift also depends on the total power in the microring, so although the TE mode has a smaller temperature rise per milliwatt, it also has more absorbable power circulating in the ring than the TM mode. As a result, the TE resonance shift was only 2.5 times smaller than the TM mode.
To further highlight the effect of the metal layer, we also simulated the temperature distribution of the SU-8 waveguide without the underlying Au layer. The result is shown in Fig. 4(c) for the TM polarization. Without ohmic loss in the metal, the temperature rise in the SU-8 waveguide is significantly less than in the plasmonic waveguide, which translates to a much smaller microring resonance shift, as we have experimentally observed.
We next exploited the strong thermal nonlinearity to demonstrate all-plasmonic control in the plasmonic microring resonator. We used the pump-and-probe configuration in Fig. 2(a) in which the pump and probe were TM-polarized CW signals that copropagated through the microring. The probe was tuned to the left of the 1545 nm resonance at 1542 nm, and the pump in the adjacent resonance at 1555 nm. With the probe power set to 2 mW, as we increased the pump power, the resonance spectrum of the microring shifted to shorter wavelengths, so that the probe signal experienced a decrease in transmission. A plot of the transmitted probe power versus the input pump power in Fig. 5 shows a linear TM switching curve with a slope of −0:073 dB=mW. An on-off switching contrast close to 4 dB was achieved for a pump power of 50 mW. We note that this switching contrast can be improved by designing the plasmonic microring to operate near critical coupling so that the probe signal experiences a larger extinction ratio near the resonance dip. We also repeated the above experiment with the lasers set to the TE polarization. A linear switching curve was also obtained as shown in Fig. 5 , but with a much smaller switching slope of −0:032 dB=mW.
In summary, we showed that efficient light-to-heat conversion due to ohmic loss in a hybrid plasmonic waveguide leads to large thermal nonlinearity that can be exploited for all-plasmonic switching. The nonlinear resonance shift in the plasmonic microring resonator was measured to be 30 times larger than in a similar dielectric microring. While the large thermal nonlinear effect in plasmonic waveguides may have negative implications for ultrafast plasmonic device operations based on nonthermal nonlinearities, the same effect can be exploited for efficient all-plasmonic switching and logic operations at lower speeds. It was reported in [6] that the thermal switching response of a dielectric SU-8 microring was about 20 μs. For our plasmonic microring, we expect the time response could be faster, since the metal layer is a good heat spreader, which helps dissipate heat to the substrate more efficiently. This work was supported by the Natural Sciences and Engineering Research Council of Canada. 
